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In this issue, find out more about how your facility could benefit from moving your LIS to the
cloud. Read about how the COVID-19 crisis has shone a spotlight on the value of integrated
POCT, and how Orchard is working with universities of all sizes to help students return to
campus safely. We also present a case study of how Washington Health System uses Orchard
Trellis to streamline their POCT program.
In this issue, our spotlight is on Orchard’s Workplace Team, which goes above and beyond when
taking care of employees and clients alike, especially during these stressful times. In light of the
pandemic, Orchy® is sharing hints on some places he has visited in the past—can you tell
where in the world Orchy was? While you’re here, check out Orchard’s training schedule for
2020—it’s not too late to sign up for classes. And, don’t miss the links to Orchard's webinars,
white papers, and blog.
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Integrated POCT as Crucial Part
of COVID-19 Response
In an infectious disease outbreak, lives
can be saved by an early effective
laboratory testing response. Specific to
the COVID-19 pandemic, laboratories
are having to use every resource
available, including implementation of
rapid POCT to speed diagnosis and
disease tracking.

READ MORE

Is a Cloud-based LIS Right for
Your Laboratory?
Orchard Software understands the
importance of safeguarding protected
health information, meeting regulatory
requirements, and having continual
access to your data. As such, Orchard
now offers cloud services that can
improve the security and reliability of
your system and ease the burden on
over-worked IT staff.

READ MORE

